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Posts

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States and

worldwide, June 21-June 27

Three pro athletes in the US; four singers in Russia; 15 Italians died in

pools or on the beach; a former Miss Brazil; an Israeli journalist "died

suddenly of natural causes," at 29; and more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in India, Pakistan, China, Malaysia, Indonesia and

Australia, June 21-June 27

An Orthodox cleric and a village leader in India; a Pakistani politician; an Uber driver in

China; a police chief in Indonesia; a 19-year-old athlete in Malaysia; an Australian

pharmacist; and more
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In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Kenya, Israel, Azerbaijan and (especially) Russia,

June 21-June 27
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An Israeli journalist "died suddenly of natural causes," at 29; a pregnant woman in

Azerbaijan "died suddenly" in her 9th month; and, in Russia, four singers, a med school

dean, and all too many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Italy, the death camp of Europe, June 21-27

Two doctors and a med student; 15 "died suddenly" in pools or on the beach; five "died

suddenly" while hiking; three mysterious accidents; a runner disappeared mid-race, and all

too many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the UK, Ireland, Germany, Romania and Spain,

June 21-June 27

A BBC journalist, and a London cyclist "dying suddenly" mid-race; an Irish trad guitarist; a

Romanian poet; a German paralympic athlete; a chess champion and a hotelier in Spain; and

all too many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Canada, Mexico, Trinidad and Tobago, Panama,

Colombia, Brazil and Chile, June 21-27

A soccer coach (29) and a Kosovar poet (62) in Mexico, a former Miss Brazil (27), a former

governor in Colombia (71), a Panamian legislator (age unreported), a Chilean YouTuber (42),

and more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, June 21-27

Tony Siragusa (55) and Jaylon Ferguson (26); NBA draft pick Caleb Swanigan (25); "ER"

actress Mary Mara (61); the Senate sergeant-at-arms on "January 6" (71); FIVE firefighters;

and all too many more

"Disorder in the Court," featuring Joe Biden (and two other presidential stooges)

A video that captures the absurdity of "Democratic" spectacle today
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A teacher who believes in freedom needs your help in fighting for it

Though full of angry marchers making noise, New York City is a tough place for real

dissidents, especially those combating the "vaccines"

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States and worldwide, June 14-June

20

Six firefighters in the US, two TV journalists in Ireland, a Chinese AI scientist, three young

dads in the UK, six strange drownings and six strange accidents in Italy (Europe's death

camp), and more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Ireland, Germany, Switzerland, Finland, Spain

and Greece, June 14-June 20

Two TV journalists and a young footballer in Ireland, a strange drowning in Germany, "at

least six dead in Swiss baths and waters," a Finnish track star, a young Greek female athlete,

and more
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In memory of those who "died suddenly" in India, Sri Lanka, China, Malaysia, South Korea,

Indonesia, Australia and New Zealand, June 14-June 20

A South Korean hockey hero, a Chinese AI scientist, an Indonesian pilgrim in Medina, a New

Zealand Symphony violist, a food blogger and a high school principal in Australia, and all too

many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Algeria, Kenya, South Africa, Israel, the UAE and

Russia, June 14-June 20

An Algerian state engineer, a political advisor and a young footballer in Kenya, an Israeli Jew

at prayers, a CEO in South Africa, and Russians who "died suddenly" while hiking, strolling,

working out

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Italy, June 14-June 20

Six strange drownings (and two others found dead in the water), six strange accidents (while

another died at the wheel), and all too many more—a toll so high that it's now (finally)

making news

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Ireland, Germany, Switerland, Finland, Spain

and Greece, June 14-June 20

Two TV journalists and a young footballer in Ireland, a strange drowning in Germany, "at

least six dead in Swiss baths and waters," a Finnish track star, a young Greek athlete, and all

too many more
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In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United Kingdom, June 14-June 20

Three young dads, the fiancée of "X Factor" star Tom Mann (died on her wedding day), a

hurling star ("in an accident at a pool"), a professor at the University of Bristol (a Pfizer

partner), and more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Canada, Mexico, Antigua, Colombia and

Argentina, June 14-20

A TikTok star and a neo-swing musician in Canada; a zumba teacher in Yucatán (died "while

teaching her class"); an actress, an army officer and "another young footballer" in Argentina;

and more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, June 14-June 20

"Lone Star" actor Tyler Sanders (18), "Teen Mom" alum Lane Fernandez (28), SIX

firefighters, two in law enforcement, a Delta employee "died suddenly" mid-flight, four

strange accidents, and more
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How the stars (with lots of help from "our free press") are spinning their "adverse events" as

feel-good news

Meanwhile, not even those whose working lives have been destroyed by "vaccination" dare

even mention it, much less question it

In Japan, with 3/4 of the people "fully vaccinated," they've now disconnected hand-dryers "to

prevent the infection of COVID-19"

A photo taken yesterday is further evidence that "COVID" is, in fact, a mental illness, and

"vaccination" evidently makes it worse

Americans, you want to die? If so, then keep on cheering for Team Biden's suicidal

provocation in Ukraine

Gonazalo Lira's latest tells the awful truth about "our" government's intentions over there,

against which NO "vaccinations" will protect you
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War is peace, freedom is slavery, and Justin Bieber was NOT "vaccinated"

And Hailey Bieber wasn't "vaccinated," either

Three more who "died suddenly," but WITHOUT making news (as the vast majority do not)

Thus the only way to start to grasp the true toll of this global slaughter is through word of

mouth, and online forums like this one

15,000 sheep drown in the Red Sea, 10,000 cattle killed by "heat stress" in Kansas

Is this normal—or the "New Normal"? Like all those "mass shootings" breaking out from

coast to coast, this ongoing annihilation of the global food supply is just another evil dream

come true
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In memory of those who "died suddenly" worldwide, June 7-June 13

Seven compilations of reports of "sudden deaths" throughout the US, North and South

America, Europe, Africa, Asia and Oceania

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in India, Pakistan, China, Malaysia, Cambodia,

Indonesia, Australia and New Zealand, June 7-June 13

An Olympic athlete in India, a Pakistani televangelist, a Cambodian actress, an AI scientist in

China, "elderly found rotten" in Indonesia, and a chef, a coach and an artist in Australia (and

more)

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Ghana, Nigeria, South Africa, Israel, Kuwait and

Russia, June 7-June 13

Musicians in Ghana and Nigeria, a South African boxer, a Kuwaiti artist, an Israeli medical

intern (dead at 34), and, in Russia, two strange accidents, and all too many other "sudden

deaths"

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Italy, June 7-June 13

Fra' Marco Luzzago, head of the Knights of Malta, guitarist Dario Parisini and hotelier

Roberto Wirth "died suddenly," while three others died sipping coffee, four died in strange

accidents, and more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in France, Germany, Austria, Romania, Poland,

Spain and the Czech Republic, June 7-June 13

A guitarist in Germany, a jazz drummer in Austria, a French firefighter, a Romanian boxer, a

Czech politician, and, in Spain, two journalists at the same TV news outlet "died suddenly" on

the same day

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the UK and Ireland, June 7-June 13

A third star of "Coronation Street," SEVEN bodies found in the UK, where two students (and

a 5-year-old "angel") also "died suddenly," along with two parish priests in Ireland and a TV

anchor's mum

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Canada, Jamaica, Haiti, Brazil, Bolivia, Chile and

Peru, June 7-June 13

A high school coach, a lawyer and an activist schoolgirl in Canada; a school bus driver in

Brazil; a strange drowning in Peru; and a TENTH schoolteacher has "died suddenly" in

Jamaica this past month

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, June 7-June 13
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This past week's dead include three cops, three high school athletes, three killed in

mysterious accidents, and children of MLB star Ray Knight, soap star Jack Wagner and Rep.

Sean Casten (D-IL)

They're marching for "a woman's right to choose" (as long as she agrees to get injected)

It seems they don't believe in any "choice" EXCEPT abortion—which means that they don't

actually believe in choice

Bill Gates sings "The Vaccine Connection"

... and YouTube took it right down!

Canadians DON'T have an "absolute right to own private property," says Fidelito's Justice

Minister

Justin "Trudeau" may worship Queen Elizabeth, but his heart belongs to Daddy
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Canada's now going fully BIO-FASCIST right before our eyes

They're vaccinating for monkeypox, phasing out free speech online, starving wayward

doctors, and planning to impound the people's guns (while making opiates, cocaine and

MDMA readily available)

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in India, China, Taiwan, Malaysia, Japan and New

Zealand, May 31-June 6

Two musicians, two actors and a journalist "died suddenly" in India, along with a Taiwanese

teenager, a Malaysian soccer star, a Japanese wrestler, and a New Zealand woman who died

in a tanning studio

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Israel, Zimbabwe, Benin, Ukraine, Georgia and—

especially—Russia, May 31-June 6

A surgical intern in Israel, a footballer in Benin, a party chairman in Zimbabwe, a Georgian

mayor, and, in Russia, three athletes, a famous doctor, a 5-year-old boy, a 2-year-old girl, and

more

Italy is a death camp: In memory of those others who "died suddenly" throughout the

country, May 31-June 6 (Part 2)

Three young athletes "died suddenly," along with a bartender, a janitor/musician, a notary,

and others who passed on while shopping, ordering ice cream, riding a funicular, walking on

the beach

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Italy, May 31-June 6
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TEN mysterious accidents, four (or five?) mysterious drownings, and all too many others

have dropped dead while jogging, walking, working (and we'll never know what else)

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the UK, Ireland, France, the Netherlands, the

Czech Republic, Poland, Slovenia and Spain, May 31-June 6

Mums and dads (and others) all over the UK; a French horse breeder; a Czech footballer; in

Poland, a martial artist, an orchestra conductor, a journalist and a volleyball coach, and all

too many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Canada, Mexico and South America, May 31-

June 6

A Canadian firefighter "died suddenly" at 40, a Brazilian priest "died suddenly" at 33, an

Argentinian man "died suddenly," at 30, while out walking with his mother, and all too many

more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, May 31-June 6 (Part 2)

Students, teachers, nurses, civil servants and all too many others "died suddenly," often after

mandatory "vaccination" at their schools or workplaces

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, May 31-June 6 (Part 1)

Five young athletes (two mysteriously drowned), four musicians, four dead in strange

"accidents," a law school dean, a country music DJ, an assistant fire chief, a Marlboro Man,

and all too many more

The murderers are trying to stop Dr. Michael Yeadon, with fake tweets accusing HIM of

murder!

There seems to be no limit to how low they'll go, to make their dreams of democide come true
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Scully and Mulder nailed it in 2016!

A year before Dr. Fauci predicted the "pandemic" under Trump, "The X-Files" foretold its use

to cull the human race, and crush America

At CFR forum on "fake news," Time's editor approved the US propagandizing US citizens—

then shut the session down when asked about US propaganda in the Third World

An awkward scene four years ago foretold the current global nightmare of Big Lies and

endless censorship
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"Vaccidents" keep spiking all around the world—and "our free press" keeps on denying that

the jabs have anything to do with it

All these non-fatal "vaccidents" are just as telling as the ones now killing people everywhere,

"vaxxed" and "unvaxxed" alike

As Russia heads toward victory after all, Ukraine's imagineers put out fake videos of Russia

"losing"

That stubborn gap between reality and propaganda just keeps on getting wider over there (as

it's also doing over here)
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Large US egg factory "torched in the middle of the night," US grain silo explodes in "dramatic

fireball"—and where is DHS, and "our free press'?

The state and media would be all over these attempts to bring on FAMINE in the USA, if they

weren't both (somehow) complicit in this flagrant war on all the rest of us

The Gray Lady (quietly) concedes that masks have zero impact on COVID

And if the NYTimes were a real newspaper, dedicated to the truth, and public good, it would

be HEADLINING that "discovery," to get all those STILL wearing masks to TAKE THEM

OFF!
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In memory of those who "died suddenly" in China, Korea, Malaysia, Indonesia, Australia and

New Zealand, May 24-May 30

An actor and a comedian in Korea, a 21-year-old soccer player in Malaysia (died after a

match), an Indonesian policeman "died suddenly" on his birthday, two cousins in Australia,

and all too many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Israel, Kenya, Nigeria, Mauritius, South Africa,

Ukraine, Russia, India and Bangladesh, May 24-May 30

South African actor Jamie Bartlett, an Olympic gymnast and a screenwriter in Israel, two

Kenyan politicians, a Zimbabwean soccer player, and, in Russia, a TV host, a ballerina, an

oncologist, and more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Italy, May 24-May 30 (Part 2)
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Six died in mysterious accidents, two found dead on beaches, one "found dead on a bench,"

one "dies of a fall" at her sister's funeral, one dies picking melons in a greenhouse, and all too

many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Italy, May 24-May 30 (Part 1)

A doctor and two nurses "died suddenly" (in their thirties), six found dead in their homes,

two "died suddenly" on motorcycles, two "died suddenly" while bicycling, and all too many

more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Ireland, France, Germany, Austria, Poland, The

Netherlands, Norway, Slovakia and Spain, May 24-May 30

A TV star in Ireland, a rock vocalist in France (where two bikers also died in a mysterious

accident), a Polish bodybuilder in Germany, a mysterious double drowning in Austria, and all

too many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the UK, May 24-May 30

The drummers for Yes and Depeche Mode, soccer star Craig Farrell, comedian Phil Butler, a

13-year-old boy mysteriously drowned, a dad of two died on a bench, a mother "found dead

on a beach," and more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Canada, Mexico, Brazil and Argentina, May 24-

May 30

A financial advisor, a coffee shop proprietor, a Tae Kwon Do master, a policeman and a man

arrested for assault (those two died the same day), a 17-year-old girl died of cardiac arrest,

and more
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In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, May 24-May 30 (Part 3)

A carpenter, a school custodian, a social worker, a rescue diver, a physical therapist, a welder,

an insurance agent, two nurses (one of whom "died unexpectedly of natural causes" at 23),

and more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, May 24-May 30 (Part 2)

An elementary school principal, a "beloved" high school teacher, a nurse, a banker, an

international volleyball referee, two boilermakers, a restauranteur, a supermarket manager,

and all too many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, May 24-May 30 (Part 1)

Ray Liotta, five mysterious accidents (and a strange drowning), two in law enforcement, a

6th NYC prisoner just this year, a 15-year-old died of cardiac arrest at track practice, and all

too many more
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Amerie Jo had two daddies?

Can anyone explain this?

Bio-fascist barbarism at Princeton

What's posted on the door at a reunion there today

Google goes Soviet on Nuland/Pyatt confab plotting Ukraine's post-coup government

YouTubers will no longer know about that hacked phone conversation, exposing how the US

plotted to replace that country's democratically elected government with a lot of technocrats

and Nazis

"Klaus and Henry sittin' in a tree, K-I-L-L-I-N-G."
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"Their love's gonna be written down in history,/ Just like Romeo and Juliet!"

Women's avatars are being gang-raped, groped, sexually harassed in Metaverse platforms

Oh, brave new world, that has such "people" in it!

"Where's the revolution? Come on, people, you're letting me down!"

Depeche Mode's song has special poignancy, now that Andy "Fletch" Fletcher has "died

suddenly" (as has Alan White of Yes)
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Stop the presses! CARY GRANT "died suddenly," of a STROKE (in 1986)!

More bio-fascist propaganda meant to NORMALIZE the current global plague of "sudden

deaths" post-"vaccination"

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in China, India, Taiwan, Burma, Malaysia,

Indonesia, Australia and New Zealand, May 17-23

Four CCP officials, five passengers in India (where two others "died suddenly" while

dancing), a master carver and a student in New Zealand, a policeman and a doctor in

Malaysia, and all too many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Uganda, Ghana, Israel, Bahrain and Russia, May

17-23

A movie star in Ghana, a hotelier in Uganda, a 10-year-old Israeli boy, a popular Bahraini

chef, and, in Russia, two artists, a hospital's chief doctor, a wrestling champion, and all too

many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Italy, May 17-23 (Part 2)

They "died suddenly" at home and in the hospital, while riding bikes and motorcycles, and in

four "vaccine"-related car accidents

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Italy, May 17-23 (Part 1)
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They "died suddenly" on beaches and in lakes, at home in bed (and not in bed), at work (and

on their way to work), in a historical procession, undergoing rehabilitation treatment, and

elsewhere

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Ireland, Germany, Spain and Greece, May 17-23

Vangelis (and an unnamed 43-year-old) in Greece; two noted fiction writers (and a sports

journalist) in Spain; a national basketball player (and a 52-year-old father of five) in

Germany; and more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Canada, Mexico, Guatemala, Chile, Ecuador and

Jamaica, May 17-23

Teenagers in Canada, Chile and Guatemala, an Ecuadorian journalist, a Mexican "died

suddenly" while driving his truck, and, in Jamaica, SEVEN teachers all "died suddenly" last

week

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, May 17-23 (Part 2)

A pastor and a sound engineer, a Town Clerk and a circus performer, a professional welder

and a historian of early modern Europe, an antique dealer and a hospice social worker, and

all too many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, May 17-23 (Part 1)

Nine in law enforcement, three musicians, two coaches, two teachers, and all too many more,

including country singer Duane Moore and a "Survivor" runner-up

"Propaganda in Focus": A new journal on the practice that will kill us if we don't learn how to

see it, and see through it

An international consortium of academics, journalists and whistle-blowers now has a forum

for analysis of propaganda drives today, intended for the literate public

MCM on propaganda, HIV/AIDS, divide-and-conquer, and much more

I talked to Hügo Krüger, a South African living in Paris, about the whole damned thing
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"Monkeypox" sure looks like shingles...

This latest blast of fear porn is as bogus as the hate porn charging Russia with "atrocities"

committed by the Nazis in Ukraine

"U.S. traffic deaths soar to highest total in 16 years" (but don't expect the government, or

media, to tell us WHY)

Drivers worldwide have been "suffering medical episodes" that turn them, and their vehicles,

into deadly weapons
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Why, and how, we MUST learn how to study propaganda: MCM's keynote at a (worthy!)

academic conference

I spoke to a receptive group of younger academics who understand what higher education

should be doing in the face this worldwide catastrophe

Two sad stories from the mailbag

One reader acknowledges the awful truth, because of what she's seen with her own eyes,

while another merely barks with rage at what she doesn't want to know
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Some day, NOBODY will read the New York Times (except the lawyers and historians

investigating its complicity in crimes against humanity)

Those interested in knowing more about that heinous propaganda rag should read Greg

Maybury's recent two-part takedown, along with Ashley Rindsberg's book The Gray Lady

Winked (2021)

WAKE UP! 1,000+ studies have confirmed that those "vaccines" ARE just as dangerous as

the overwhelming "anecdotal" evidence suggests

To those who "trust the science": Hey, trust this!

Mattias Desmet and Mark Crispin Miller on the key role of propaganda in this global

nightmare

We each spoke to the lawyers on the Coronavirus Investigative Committee

Experts talk about what's really happening in Ukraine; and George W. Bush encourages

"Zelensky" to keep fighting

Ukraine's "democracy" has a firm ally in our never-once-elected "president"

"Monkeypox" may only be a big distraction from what's really coming, once 5G is ready to be

used (against the "vaccinated")

Dr. Rashid Buttar gives us a fair warning that it would be grievous folly NOT to send to

everyone we know
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Toddlers to be MASKED in New York City summer camps

Let those responsible for this sadistic lunacy be forced to keep THEIR masks on all day long,

out in the sun

Monkeypox is coming, just as they predicted (and just as "Ukraine" started getting old)!

Although they're really bad at "keeping everybody safe," the global guardians of "public

health" are awfully good at prophecy

Let's all pray for the recovery of Dr. Zelenko

This great fighter for the health and freedom of humanity reports that he now has a blockage

in his heart

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Italy, May 10-May 16 (Part 1)

Five "died suddenly" while biking, two "died suddenly" on buses, three found dead on

beaches, and all too many more dropped dead while walking, running, driving, changing tires

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in East Asia and Australia

A Chinese bishop, a Thai riding a moped, a 16-year-old Malaysian, a Korean movie/TV star,

an actor in the Philippines, the daughter of a top Australian doctor, and all too many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Zimbabwe, South Africa, Israel, India and

Russia, May 10-16

A TV star in South Africa; the chief Israeli negotiator at the Oslo Accords; "two Indian leaders

dead" on the same day; a human rights activist and basketball player in Russia, and all too

many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Italy, May 10-16 (Part 2)
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Four entrepreneurs; a mayor, a former mayor and a mayoral candidate; strange accidents

claimed two more lives, and all too many others dropped dead walking, shopping, sleeping,

playing tennis

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Ireland, France, Germany, Austria, Switzerland,

Spain, Portugal, Greece and Cyprus, May 10-16

An Irish actor, a French scientist, a Swiss chef, a journalist, a cyclist and a novelist in Spain, a

soccer star in Portugal, a second German boxer to "die suddenly" this year, and all too many

more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the UK, May 10-16

Four "died suddenly" in Glasgow, a baby drowned in three inches of water when its mother

fainted one day after "vaccination," and all too many others "died suddenly" at home, at

work, at play

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Canada, Mexico, Jamaica and Brazil, May 10-16

Two Jamaican school administrators "died suddenly" on the same day, a Brazilian filmmaker

"died suddenly" on the set of his latest movie, and all too many Canadians have died before

their time
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In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, May 10-16 (Part 3)

24 Americans, unknown to all but those who loved them, represent a very small percentage

of the likely total number of this past week's sudden deaths.

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, May 10-16 (Part 2)

Filmmaker Michael Gill, three journalists, two college seniors, a high school student, an 8th-

grader, two chefs and all too many more, including a pianist who "died suddenly" performing

a concerto

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, May 10-May 16 (Part 1)

Actors Bruce MacVittie and Fred Ward, rapper Lil Keed, singer Jewell Caples, Randy Weaver

(of Ruby Ridge)), three in law enforcement, three coaches and all too many more

Bush confuses Ukraine with Iraq, Putin with himself

Does a guilty conscience throb somewhere beneath that dim exterior?
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Biden's handlers want the WHO to be your Daddy

Thus Biden's handlers want what China wants, and, evidently, Putin, too

Nazi troops surrender in Mariupol

Patrick Lancaster reports from Azovstal steelworks, as Scott Ritter's followers consider his

new view of Russia's military progress

After years of battling the (imaginary) threat of Nazis in America, the ADL and SPLC both

SUPPORT the real ones in Ukraine

As long as those rampaging Nazis don't say anything unpleasant about Israel (at least out

loud), THEIR hate speech doesn't faze our "anti-racist" Ministry of Truth
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ALERT! The WHO "pandemic treaty" will create a world of slaves, if We the People don't

refuse it

We'll all miss national sovereignty, and badly, if/when we don't have it any more

Those cheering for "Ukraine" are cheering for the slaughter of Ukrainians (and others)

Thus "our free press" has millions on "the left" ferociously supporting neo-Nazi thugs (and

pushing for an ever hotter war that's threatening all of us with nuclear extinction)

"Fight for you"

Five Times August keeps on doing what Bob Dylan used to do for us
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"May they be blessed"

A requiem for ALL who have "died suddenly"

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Africa, Russia, India, China and throughout Asia,

May 3-May 9
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A movie star and a broadcaster in Nigeria, a soccer star in Gabon, an athlete and a nurse in

Russia, two young men "die suddenly" dancing at weddings in India, a South Korean actress,

and many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Albania, Greece and (especially) Italy, May 3-

May 9

This week they "died suddenly" on the street, in their cars, on their bikes, at sea, in

restaurants, in church, or were found dead at home; an actor, two soccer players, a doctor

and a nurse, and more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the UK, Ireland, France, Germany and Spain

A famed French actress, a Spanish sports journalist (stricken by a heart attack at a press

conference), two mysterious car accidents in Germany, and all too many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Canada, Mexico, Argentina and Jamaica, May 3-

May 9

Some "died suddenly" on the street, another at a bus stop, and all too many others died

untimely deaths, either for no given reason or from heart attacks, strokes, blood clots or

cardiac arrest

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, May 3-May 9 (Part 2)

Americans of all ages and professions dropped dead before their time, including some who

"died unexpectedly of natural causes"

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, May 3-May 9 (Part 1)

Three in the news media, five in law enforcement, a tattoo artist, a NASA scientist and all too

many more

"Go to hell!": Henry Kissinger gets rude when asked about NSSM 200

The Rockefeller capo doesn't seem to want to talk about his role in getting the US to cull the

human race worldwide
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What do the FBI, "our free press" and the #MeToo movement have in common? They all

could not care less about the rape of children

Maria Farmer talks about her long ordeal as a victim of the trafficking network run by Jeffrey

Epstein/Ghislaine Maxwell for (as she points out) "the feds"

Two TV "journalists" flip out as Dominique Taugeon explains why everything they think they

know about those "vaccines" is dead wrong
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She knows the subject, whereas they "know" nothing but the propaganda that they're paid (a

fortune) to regurgitate non-stop

"We didn't understand" that COVID is "kind of like flu," says Bill Gates

Speak for yourself, white man

"Zelensky is trapped"
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Gonzalo Lira on the three forces in control of Ukraine's "acting president": the oligarchs who

own him, the Nazis who will kill him if he doesn't toe their line, and the State

Department/CIA

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Russia, China, India, Pakistan, Indonesia and

elsewhere in Asia, April 26-May 2

Russians "died suddenly" on the street and in strange accidents; two peop (that we know of)

"died suddenly" in Shanghai; three "died suddenly" on buses in Indonesia

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Africa, Turkey, Israel and Oman, April 26-May 2

Two actors and a political campaign manager in Nigeria, a nun and a headmaster in South

Africa, a mother of three and a businessman in Israel, and all too many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Italy, April 26-May 2

The latest toll includes three doctors and a nurse, two pregnant women (in their eighth

month), a girl of 6, and people who "died suddenly" on the street, at the wheel, on their bikes,

and all over

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in northern Europe, April 26-May 2

The dead include two Polish pastors, three musicians (including Klaus Schulze in Germany) a

Serbian basketball player, a 12-year-old who "died suddenly" on the playground, and all too

many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the UK and Ireland, April 26-May 2
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Those dead include three 12-year-olds and a 14-year-old, two young Scottish mothers, two

musicians (including the drummer for Spinal Tap), a cop, a chef, and all too many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Canada, South America and the Caribbean, April

26-May 2

Those dead include Shane Yellowbird, pro wrestler Toro Bill, Jr., and the son of champeta

singer Mr Black, while two Canadians died at the wheel, and tourists "died suddenly" in Peru

and Mexico

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, April 26-May 2 (Part 2)

Two firefighters, two in law enforcement, a teacher who "died suddenly" while surfing with

his son, and all too many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, April 26-May 2 (Part 1)

Three musicians, two mothers-of-two in New Jersey, a fourth-grader in Little League ("died

suddenly" playing baseball), a college lacrosse star, and all too many more

Close observers shoot down still more propaganda missiles fired off by, and for, the Nazis in

Ukraine

Two videos expose still more Big Lies that are stupefying countless people as completely as

the COVID propaganda did, and does

No, it's NOT "fake news." It's Nazi propaganda.
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Someone who's over there demolishes three whopping lies about "Ukraine," with visual

evidence beyond dispute

It's Kristallnacht again, as "our free press" ramps up its war on the "unvaccinated"

Another bogus "study" gives the media new ammunition for the global propaganda drive

against all humankind

"Our free press" must now be held accountable for crimes against humanity

This morning I discussed the scourge of COVID propaganda with Reiner Fuellmich and

Viviane Fischer of the Coronavirus Committee

Gonzalo Lira brings us up to date about the clusterf**k we call "Ukraine"

Who you gonna believe? Him (along with other sober independent commentators) or the

Western media?
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In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Israel and Nigeria, Russia, China and the rest of

Asia, and Oceania, April 19-25

Two mysterious car accidents in Australia, and one in Borneo, have added to the toll, two

Russian men "died suddenly" at bus stops, and Nigeria's elite continued to drop dead for no

reported reasons

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Europe, April 19-25

Three dads with 12 kids between them all "died suddenly" in the UK, two writers and two

musicians are among the many who "died suddenly" in Italy, with still more in Ireland,

Switzerland and Poland

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Canada, Mexico, Nicaragua, Belize and Jamaica

A 15-year-old "died suddenly" at school, a 34-year-old lost consciousness while motorcycling,

and all too many others have dropped dead before their time

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, April 19-25 (Part 2)

Three firefighters, two soldiers, three in city governance, a news director (at CBS), and all too

many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, April 19-25 (Part 1)

Four performers, three teachers, three policemen (and a jailer), two teenagers mysteriously

drowned, and a sixth bodybuilder has "died suddenly" this year, among all too many others
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NBC News "reports" that Tiffany Dover is alive! (So is she?)

It would be good news, if true. Can NBC News prove it?

"Nobody in the West knows what the hell they're talking about": John Mark Dougan, USMC,

on what he saw in Mariupol

Another well-informed eyewitness tells a few of us what's really happening over there

It's beginning to look a lot like famine

But don't tell "our free press," whose job is to deny it, while doing everything they can to

bring it on
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Why all Hollywood deserves a good hard slap

Another, closer look at the Academy Awards three weeks ago reveals the dark side of that

self-obsessed "community," which did so much to push us toward the hole we're in today

Did Macron really win? Or did he "win" like Biden and Bush/Cheney?

Did the French people really vote for bio-fascism, or did they vote to take their chances

standing up against it, even with Marine Le Pen?

The US stoked the Ukraine war—and will soon pay dearly for it

Two must-watch videos on the likely consequences of this new disaster
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The New York Times' latest "news" on Tanzania shows (again) that the Gray Lady is a racist

liar

The Big Lie about John Magufuli's death, and the true toll of COVID in his country, is fake

news at its very worst, and the Gray Lady will be held accountable for telling it (and not just

that one)

GONZALO LIRA IS ALIVE

"Fine, physically, but a little rattled," he's back online—and urging us to think about those

others still in danger
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Maybe we should enforce the First Amendment, instead of bowing down to Elon Musk

Is a transhumanist and technocrat (with a Satanic wife) the proper choice to safeguard our

free speech?

Reports of Gonzalo Lira's death may be greatly exaggerated

Before we mourn his murder, let's wait and see if he's been murdered
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Where is Gonzalo Lira? And how is it okay that he's been missing for five days?

"Our free press" hates dissidents as much as Ukraine's Nazis do

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Russia, Asia and Oceania, April 12-18

Three athletes and a spy (among others) in Russia, a TV star and a Muslim journalist in India

(where a "mysterious illness" killed seven children), a bodybuilder in Australia, and more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in southern Europe and Africa, April 12-18
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A huge toll throughout Italy, with further sudden deaths in Spain, Portugal, Kenya and South

Africa, and three high-profile unexpected passings in Nigeria

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in northern Europe, April 12-18

Sudden deaths, including some caused by strange accidents, throughout the UK, and in

Ireland, France, Germany, Belgium and the Czech Republic

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in Canada, South America and the Caribbean, April

12-18

Two mysterious accidents in Canada, two children die suddenly in Brazil, an Argentinian

journalist dies suddenly seven months post-injection, and all too many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, April 12-18 (Part 2)

Two 16-year-olds "die suddenly" for no apparent reason, along with dozens more untimely

deaths from coast to coast

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, April 12-18 (Part 1)

Five musicians, three football players, four in law enforcement, three sailors (on the same

aircraft carrier), three elementary school teachers, four prisoners and all too many more

Some reasons to suspect that subway shooting didn't really happen

There's actually NO reason to believe a single thing "our free press" tells us

MCM and RFK, Jr. talk about the Oscars, and those who have "died suddenly"

A good half-hour exchange on some propaganda efforts to black out the Holocaust unfolding

all around us
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Some expert commentary on that "Russian massacre" in Bucha; and residents of Mariupol

tell what Ukrainian forces did to them

Here—while they're still legal—are useful antidotes to some Big Lies lately churned out by the

Western media
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A ballet company goes Satanic

Those damned masks, and all that black, recall the 94th Academy Awards, Joe Biden's

inauguration and other recent occult rituals

How do we know propaganda when we see it? (And why, so often, DON'T we know it when

it's right before our eyes?)

MCM interviewed on that important subject by Dutch activist Elze van Hamelen
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Ukrainian journalist in 2014: 1.5 million people in Donbas "must be exterminated," because

they're "superfluous"

The nation needs those natural resources in the East, he argued, channelling Hitler

China under COVID is a hell on earth

It's time for all of us to face it: China's latest lockdown is a crime against humanity—and we

ignore it at our peril, because what's happening there will surely happen here eventually, if

we let it
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In memory of those who "died suddenly" worldwide, April 5-11 (PART 2)

"Sudden deaths" all over Europe, Africa, Asia and Australia, with a French pilot dying in mid-

flight, three Sri Lankans dying suddenly in fuel queues, and 20+ people dying in a Shanghai

nursing home

In memory of those who "died suddenly" worldwide, April 5-11 (PART 1)

Sudden and untimely deaths all over Canada, the UK and Ireland, and "a painful mystery"

claims the life of an American living in Nicaragua

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, April 5-11 (PART 2)

A chief justice, an NFL Hall-of-Famer, three runners, five killed in mysterious accidents, and

all too many more

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, April 5-11 (PART 1)

Four students, four law enforcement officers, two school principals, two journalists and all

too many more

If you want to know what's (really) happening in Ukraine, here are some strong antidotes to

the crapola churned out by the Ministry of Truth

Well-informed analyses by Scott Ritter, Doug McGregor and Gonzalo Lira

As young mayors drop dead all over Germany and Austria, Politifact assures us that "vaccines

are not linked to sudden death in any age group"
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Then there are all those athletes and US soldiers dropping dead, and schoolchildren felled by

massive heart attacks—all figments of "anti-vaxxer" propaganda, Politifact suggests

See how the cops are treating people who test "positive" in Shanghai, under lockdown

If lockdown, and brute force, were indefensible in Australia, New Zealand and New York,

they're indefensible in China

Haven't people ALWAYS just "died suddenly" like this, some readers ask me (anxiously)?

The answer is, most definitely, NO—as many other readers know full well

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, March 29-April 4

Four students, two soldiers, three educators and all too many more—including four killed in

mysterious collisions
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In memory of those who "died suddenly" worldwide, March 29-April 4

Five students "die suddenly" in the UK; a third student dies during exams in India; Spanish

teachers want healthcare workers stationed in the schools; a pastor drops dead at the pulpit

in Nigeria

At last night's Grammy Awards, some famous people who "died suddenly" this past year were

missing from the "In Memoriam" segment

The show's producers followed the example of last Sunday's Oscars, even though

Pfizer/BioNTech were NOT among the sponsors

Why is Minnie's dress a penis?

The Disney Corporation has some explaining to do
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I should be "disqualified" from teaching, argue two professors in The New Republic

All those who—like me—are making "false and morally repellent claims" should NOT be

granted academic freedom

FIFTEEN "fully vaccinated" players unable to finish Miami Open

Someone tell the media!

God help you if you don't support "the current thing" (whatever it may be)

More evidence that it HAS happened here (and most everywhere else)
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How "In Memoriam," on Oscar night, was used to sell us even more "vaccines"

Another reason why the 94th Academy Awards, though not a big hit with the global audience,

was VERY good for Pfizer and BioNTech, the evening's criminal sponsors

Some actual reporting from Mariupol, under fire by Ukrainian forces (and more about the

Nazis over there)

Please watch and read all this, and share it far and wide, while it's still (barely) legal
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In memory of those who have "died suddenly" worldwide, March 22-28

"Sudden deaths" all over Europe, India and Australia, among other places, with some

especially macabre "adverse events" throughout the UK and in Pakistan

In memory of those who have "died suddenly" in the United States, March 22-28

Four musicians (including Taylor Hawkins), four public servants, two students (who both

"died suddenly" at school), and—among all too many others—several who "died suddenly of

natural causes"

Pfizer has a plan to MURDER doctors who've been talking up safe early COVID remedies,

according to Dr. Zelenko (who's been warned to hire security, as has Dr. Bryan Ardis)

Such honest healers are impeding Big Pharma's "Final Solution"—i.e., to get EVERYBODY

not just jabbed, but also taking Dr. Fauci's poisonous remdesevir as an "early COVID

treatment"

"The lights are going out all over Europe," with governments ARRESTING "vaccine"

dissidents

A French lawyer working with Reiner Fuellmich has been arrested "on suspicion of terrorism

and treason," and a Dutch COVID dissident has been busted for "incitement"

Get ready for food rationing—to be tied to your "food passport"

Ice Age Farmer talks about the looming wave of globalist attacks on the world's agricultural

system (including PCR tests to concoct a "bird flu epidemic")
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Some (forbidden) readings on what's (really) happening in Ukraine, including its dire

economic consequences (for the West)

Some antidotes to the intoxicating Kool-Aid pumped out by the Western propagandists

Turning Gotham into Gaza: Mayor Adams may start using DRONES to "fight crime" in NYC

While New Yorkers are all screaming for "Ukraine," their city is under globalist

transformation into something out of Philip K. Dick, to "keep us safe"

There's going to be a very rude awakening from this vast Western propaganda dream of "the

invasion of Ukraine"

Some truths about the current carnival of lies now being pumped out by "our free press"
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Ukrainian woman goes off-script on French TV

Showing that the TV news in France is just as rotten as it is the United States, and all

throughout the West

"It's overwhelmingly a far-right phenomenon": Noam Chomsky explains why so many

Americans will not get "vaccinated"

Once again, America's most famous "leftist" has many wondering if he was always such a

dope
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Tennis champ Rafael Nadal has "heart and breathing problems," cyclist Sonny Colbrelli

collapses after race

Athletes far and wide keep suffering what seem to be the dire effects of "vaccination"

In memory of all those who "died suddenly" worldwide, March 15-21

Nineteen in the UK (including two in Bath on the same day), six in Italy, four in Ireland, two

children in Brazil and all too many more

In memory of all those who "died suddenly" in the United States, March 15-21

The body count includes five firefighters, six media workers, three "vaccine" advocates," two

cops and all too many more
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They're dying suddenly in Russia, too

Is Sputnik V also a silent killer, causing Russians to "die suddenly," as the Pfizer and

Moderna jabs are doing to people all around the world?

Why do the "vaccinated" want a WAR with Russia, while the "unvaccinated" don't?

A poll in Canada confirms that those injections have made people more belligerent, which

could have catastrophic consequences for us all

"Critical Being in a Time of COVID" starts TONIGHT at 7:00 p.m. EST!

My online course, co-taught with Rob Williams, on the madness ("Ukraine" included) and

how best to get through it, and put an end to it

MCM and Rob Williams talk about the madness—and their online course, starting Monday,

3/21

Be there or be square
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Ice cream and nanotechnology

Is that Halo Top commercial really all about the Borg? The analyst who suggested it dropped

dead a week later

MCM talks propaganda with Mel K

Our second conversation takes us through "Ukraine," and all that those "reporting" it DON'T

tell us (and, therefore, all that those who read the New York Times don't know)

A new commercial straight from hell

This is how the globalists want us to want ICE CREAM, and every other pleasurable thing
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Check out all the truth bombs Lara Logan dropped today in just ten minutes of TV

We'd all know a lot more about the (taboo) history she mentions if we had a REAL free press

(and schools set up to educate their students, not indoctrinate them)

In memory of those who have "died suddenly" worldwide, March 8-14, 2022

Still more "unexpected deaths" in Canada, Australia, Nigeria, India, Ireland and (especially)

the UK, among other places

In memory of those who have "died suddenly" in the United States, March 8-14

Students, teachers, coaches, cops and other local heroes of all kinds have been among this

past week's "suddenly" departed

On "excess deaths," deadly crashes, fatal falls: Introduction to this week's summary of those

who have "died suddenly"

Again, this past week's news names still more people who've "died suddenly" and

prematurely

The cashless life won't be worth living

While we're all over-focused on "Ukraine," our overlords are moving quietly, and swiftly, to

take ALL cash away, in favor of a global social credit system. We can't let them get away with

it.
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"Hit me with your death shot!"

With no apologies to Pat Benatar (now playing segregated venues, like nearly all the rest of

them)

When "Ukraine supporter" is your new identity

It's easy, and will make you feel just as good as COVID did!

MCM on the propaganda madness of both COVID and "Ukraine"

I spoke at length on that rich subject with the host of Tom Mullen Talks Freedom

On Israel and the Nazis in Ukraine

What is the relationship between the Jewish state and those Jew-hating zealots who've been

slaughtering Ukrainians in the East?

"I bought myself a politician!"

Deft musical satire (Beatle-inflected) by the MonaLisa Twins
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What we all need to know about the propaganda coming from "Ukraine"

More on the fake atrocities, a (real) false flag attack, and those parts of the story that the

propaganda is NOT telling us

The Nazis in Ukraine are just as real, and dangerous, as those "vaccines"

Some videos and articles attest to the extreme brutality of those fanatics; and the Western

media's denial that there ARE Nazis in Ukraine makes all of them accomplices to crimes

against humanity
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Four smart assessments of what's happening in Ukraine (not one of them from "our free

press")

On Russia's military success so far, the Nazi problem and the "Russian shelling" of that

"maternity hospital" (not)

Most of those "sudden deaths" go unreported by the media

My readers tell their stories of some fatal "vaccine" injuries that made no headlines
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Looks like the next "pandemic" will be coming from Ukraine (and it'll all be Putin's fault!)

In their duet on Monday, Victoria Nuland and Marco Rubio laid the (propaganda)

groundwork for another plague (and war)

Did Russia bomb a maternity clinic?

A German journalist dissects the video, and finds that it's just one more propaganda fantasy

(like those Iraqi soldiers dumping 300+ babies out of incubators after the invasion of

Kuwait)

MCM and Dr. Zelenko talk about the psychopaths who brought us the "vaccines," and then

"Ukraine"

An hour-long conversation on the horror facing us (and over which we WILL prevail)

"Sudden deaths" reported all around the world just this past week, March 1-7, 2022

The global "vaccination" drive is taking a far larger toll than COVID ever did, or ever could
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"Sudden deaths" reported in the USA just this past week, March 1-7, 2022

The toll of those "vaccines" keeps growing, even as the media has tried to change the subject,

from COVID/"vaccination" to Ukraine

They're trying to distract us from the global plague of "sudden deaths," but there are now too

many, so they can't

An introduction to the latest summary of "sudden deaths" from March 1 - 7, 2022, in the US

and all around the world

Can't they find any REAL atrocities committed by the Russians in Ukraine?

A badly hurt "Ukrainian" child who's actually a Syrian
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Who are the aggressors in Ukraine?

Putin makes his case before a group of Russian airline personnel; and a NATO laptop, left

behind (allegedly) at a Ukrainian military base, shows plans for an offensive to seize Donbas

and Crimea

Here's some of what you may not know about Ukraine—about the US coup eight years ago,

what's happened since, and what is happening right now

Videos that offer us a view quite different from the one we're getting from the media non-

stop, across the board—a propaganda narrative devoid of truth or decency
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See (if you can stand it) what those Nazi "punisher battalions" have been doing to Ukrainians

There are videos of staggering atrocities committed in the East: Russell "Texas" Bentley tells

what's in them, but doesn't recommend we watch them

"We had, perhaps, too little caution and too much optimism": Rochelle Walensky gives

herself a pass for killing millions
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If only someone had informed the CDC how ineffective those "vaccines" really are! Oh, wait:

Those who tried to tell such truths were censored, gagged, delicensed, smeared.

This year's sudden war is a distraction from the bigger war they've planned, for years, to wage

against us all

Right now, they plan to force their "vaccine" passports on us, not through city, state or

national governments, but as a GLOBAL imposition

"Vaccinated" singer/TV host Roslan Shah collapses live on camera

This sort of thing keeps happening, even though the situation in Ukraine was probably

manipulated to distract us from the ever-growing toll of those "vaccines"
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Following the British playbook from World War I, the "democratic" West has blacked out

Russia's media outlets

What are they afraid of, their cause being oh-so-just? Check out what Intel Slava is reporting.

70 miles long, and with thousands cheering it along the way, the USA Freedom Convoy has

(of course) been BLACKED OUT by the media

Rob Williams talks to Claire Dooley and Ariana Victor, two (real) journalists traveling with

the truckers (an interview that YouTube instantly took down)

Stuff to read, and watch, about what's (really) happening in Ukraine

Some antidotes to the Big Lie that ALL of "our free press" is pumping out non-stop
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See how the media lies about what happened in New Zealand yesterday. So why believe a

word they say about Ukraine?

Riot cops used gas and fists to clear Parliament grounds of peaceful protesters—and "our free

press" MAKES UP scenes of mob violence AGAINST the cops

In memory of those who have "died suddenly" worldwide, February 22-28

The toll appears to be especially high in the UK, Ireland and Nigeria

In memory of those who have "died suddenly" in the United States, February 22-28

While the media continues to obscure the ever-rising toll of the injection program, we

continue doing our best to track it
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You really care so much about Ukrainian lives? Since when?

Enough with the crocodile tears from all those sanctimonious Westerners, who either have

no clue about what's happened in Ukraine since 2014, or just don't care.

On Putin's nuclear threat, Russia's military strategy in Ukraine, and the suicidal folly of more

Western sanctions

Thoughts on Russia by three men who actually know what they're talking about

Now that COVID's over, we're all getting blasted with fake news about Ukraine—and it's

working

How many lies can the press pump out, before people see they're all lies?

"These are real Nazis": How the breakaway republics see what's happening in Ukraine

Two observers (one American, one German) know the crucial history that "our free press"

continues to black out, and that We the People therefore haven't heard of
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Russia's strategy is NOT to do to Ukraine what the US did to Iraq

A journalist who's over there, and actually knows something about Russia and Ukraine,

provides an antidote to the crude propaganda in which we're all suddenly drowning

"All Along the Watchtower"

Musicians all around the world play Dylan's classic song
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"Vee heff to prepare for an ANGRIER vorld": Thus spake Klaus Schwab, July 14, 2020

He ought to know, since he and his accomplices have done so much to make this world a

madder place

War propaganda works by making you too mad to stop and think that maybe it's not true

On a Left Forum panel in 2017, I made this point about the US propaganda over Syria—and a

professor in the audience flipped out, and thereby proved me right
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How to register for "Critical being in the Age of COVID" (with apologies for the glitchy site I

linked to yesterday)

This 8-week online course, which I'm co-teaching with Rob Williams, starts on 3/21

Trudeau backed off so that the WEF could have the digital ID rolled out by the Canadian

Banking Association

Klaus Schwab must have given him and Christia Freeland quite an earful, for their ham-

fisted seizure of Canadians' assets
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We're all in Jonestown now

and there's nothing you can say to make the True Believers see it

"Critical being in the Age of COVID," an 8-week online course, will start on March 21

Join me and Rob Williams for this weekly seminar on this unprecedented crisis, and how

best to survive it, and put an end to it

In memory of all those who "died suddenly," February 15-21

This surge continues to confirm the awful truth that "our free press" keeps struggling to

obscure

LEAKED RCMP MESSAGES: "Time for the protestors to hear our jackboots on the ground'

Apparently they don't need psychopathic mercenaries from other countries, since they have

their own psychopaths to follow Justin Trudeau's psychopathic orders (and gratify the

psychopathic "left")
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Justin Trudeau's cops won't let a woman get a cup of coffee

They've made the streets of Ottawa quite safe for him!

"Guantanamera"!

An exhilarating rendition, by 75 Cuban musicians, in honor of an all-important difference

between Trudeau's Canada and Cuba under Manuel Marrero Cruz
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Was Alexa Lavoie targeted?

Trudeau has, reportedly, detested her for daring to ask questions that he doesn't want to

answer

Workers call for GENERAL STRIKE in Canada!

Let's see if Michael Moore will get some scabs up there

"Wake Up": Jordan Peterson puts it to Justin Trudeau (musically)
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Four performances that feed the heart and soul

Get down, everybody! (This joy is what we're fighting for.)

Alexa Lavoie, Rebel News reporter, beaten by "police" in Ottawa

Those goons make no attempt to hide their violence, because their purpose is to terrorize

Canadians
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